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Dear Loward, 

Your letters of the 9th and 10th have valuable enclosures. The dis-
honesty of teem panel had been estebliehed. That they write to you I attribute to 
your years. eau nerve done very well. The important thing is the Carnes letter 
confirming whet I've long expected and looked for without finding, the exietence 
of separate reports. I'll carry this further and keep. yru informed. This is where 
we may be able to nail them in court. This is the first indication or which 
know of these things, which I wes sure had to b- the case but about which I was 
unwileing to mate requests without proof. 

I read you letters and the enclosures when the mail came. I answer now 
rather in haste the other prints. The whole thing, as you may remember I emphasized 
in PM III, is semantics. The panel, did, in feet, report the discrepancies they 
found. eaybe not 111 of teem, but several very important ones. Tuey are in the 
clear on that. They examined everything out of context, so they are in the clear 
on that. They took other teen the Commission's MB Acel conclusions end called tuem 
the Commission's medical conclusions, so they whistle past that graveyard. The 
bbances of any by A-P projections is obvious from the list. I clobbered teem for e 
silence on that in PM III. 

Dick can better inform you about the diseeral of fro scents, but I'd 
be included to believe there resting place deeended on a number of fecoes, one 
being energy, another being deflection, etc. There is no doubt whatever bullet 
or bullets were used had to hit bone. es soon as I spotted both acknowledge-
ments on fragments e phoned Cyril, woo said teat, with tee king of bullet they 
eostulate, teere is no olteenetive. Incidently, Jae told us exactly whet 4e told 
you prior to court lest January, but teen ea asked bud and me not to use it. 1,is 
letter clears tete up. 

They will not admit it, but the panel was restricted. Tee letters 
nave are not to me but to othere.mew e have them under restrictions. I know 

one restriction but on pledgee to confidence on it. 

[tames letter: reread it corefully. lie  talks only about the cause of 
death, not whet heeeened....If Morgan is right, the shot wee trom the front, the 
rear wound had to hove been of exit, of there was a shot from behind the preeidant in the paving or somewhere. Or I am wrong in my speroximete oe the 7th cervical vert. Theteie higher than what I have eetebliehed as the point of this woend, rear, that is. 
Of course,ewite but one projection, teem is no way of knewine if one fvegment 
mesked others....The lost sentence in Fisher's second paregrpah may help hang him. 
Notice that all the bums failed to indicate yo you the extent of fragmentation. how 
msn, hoe lerge....:.e also neve reason to believe the penal members may heve copies 
of teeir work before tee DJ went, to work on it (Carnes 11/17. We'll see west 
Morgan says...-Losver letter. len t it wonderful to be God? And infallible: I've Led 
no answer to my inquiry about special pictures. If I do not get it, we'll add that 
to the suit. 

Free er'e WC teetimony is even more explicit. Use eW as en index to 
it. a beid it had not marks on it at all, and even coarse cloth or leather 
would hove worked 399....Thetbie not a high velocity bulle.. Medium only. Frazier 
heard this false description just sow long and then had to correct it. 

Joy: he tnek the Commission as face vele() and worked beceward, no more. 
I do not subscribe to much of his belief, but I sent it to you because some of it is 
interesting. However, it is possible to argue if the Commission is right the sh-t 
had to have come from a direction ending at the garage. I8ve filed the corres. under  7enel if we refer to it acnin. mhprp T have letters r 


